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To the PRO Advisory Board,
 
I would like to thank you for your advice dated 20 July 2021 with 
respect to the proposal for the CIO Office, IT Service and DIM 
reorganisation.  I would like to express my appreciation for your 
constructive approach in contributing to the process so far. I will 
address your questions and comments below and, where possible, 
will give a provisional answer.  
 
In its advice, the PRO Advisory Board indicated that the need for and 
purpose of merging the involved departments are not entirely 
reflected in the proposal. 
 
The reorganisation proposal’s Section 2, ‘Purpose of the 
reorganisation’, discusses the objectives of the reorganisation.  
I would like to point out the following in addition to this. 
Due to EUR’s high digitalisation ambitions, the Executive Board has 
stated that it wishes to combine the strengths of the various 
disciplines that are involved in information provision – disciplines 
that until now were separate. The reorganisation’s proposed merger 
of, particularly, the IT department and CIO Office is intended to 
realise this. Establishing one management for these disciplines 
enables us to steer these better, increase their effectiveness, make 
good choices and realise efficient information services for the 
education, research and operational management domains.  

Merging the more operational and policy/strategic tasks in this area 
is considered necessary to realise our high ambitions and give 
effective direction to the requirements and needs for information 
provision in the education, research and operational management 
domains. As well as bringing together IT and the CIO Office, including 
DIM in the merger is an obvious choice, as DIM’s work increasingly 
involves digital information. It is not without reason that DIM has 
sought increasing collaboration with the CIO Office and IT in recent 
years. Joining forces brings all the support, implementation, policy-
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making and strategic activities that focus on the direction, design and 
implementation of information provision and technology under one 
roof. This enables us to ensure improved alignment between the 
independent responsibilities of:   
 CIO Office: (EUR-wide) policy, architecture, information 

management, compliance;   
 IT: process design, IT technology and services;   
 DIM: storage and long-term accessibility of information for the 

primary processes.   
 
Section 5 ‘Future situation’ discusses the chosen new structure of the 
new department and the criteria to be used: (1) clarity, (2) feasibility 
and (3) desired span of control. The PRO Advisory Board has 
indicated that the outcomes of discussions regarding these points are 
not clear.  
The Advisory Board advises that the above-mentioned points, the 
intention and operational changes as a consequence of this 
reorganisation are stated clearly in the reorganisation plan. 
 
A large part of the new EDIS organisation is similar to the 
reorganisation of the IT department, which was completed in April of 
this year. The reorganisation criteria that were used in this are stated 
in the relevant reorganisation plan and are, therefore, known to you. 
These can be summarised as the transformation of the IT department 
from a mainly functionally oriented organisation to one that mainly 
focuses on primary processes, with: 
 The specific domain-oriented units (education, research and 

operational management) and generic-oriented units 
(infrastructure, workplace and customer support). 

 Specific IT expertise being maintained in so-called specialist 
teams. 

The design choices that flow from this for the merger of the IT 
department, ABD department, CIO Office and RE&F DIM department 
were explored in the working group structure in various sessions. 
This investigation focused primarily on the complementary and 
therefore connecting units: the CIO Office, IT’s policy department and 
DIM department. Three scenarios were investigated in this, including 
a consideration of the advantages and disadvantages: (1) separate 
continuation of these units within the newly formed EDIS 
department, (2) splitting the CIO Office and DIM over the existing IT 
Department units and (3) a far-reaching integration of these three 
units.   

Following careful consideration, the support for the latter scenario 
was unanimous, as this integrated model is expected to enable us to 
profit from optimal cross-pollination of already existing manpower, 
knowledge and expertise. This scenario was presented to all IT 
department, CIO Office and DIM employees on 19 April and was also 
met with great approval on that occasion. 
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I very much appreciate the fact that the PRO Advisory Board 
endorses the ‘trial period’ with a work organisation, in which the 
current structures continue to be maintained within financial, HR and 
other information systems.  
The above implies, among other things, that management 
responsibility with respect to topics such as sickness absence, leave, 
study programmes, etc remain with the current formal manager 
during the work organisation. 
 
I note that the PRO Advisory Board would like to remain informed 
regarding the implementation of the work organisation evaluation. 
 
In this respect, I can inform you that a delegation of employees from 
the teams involved in the reorganisation has now been asked to 
produce draft evaluation questions for the proposed merger of the IT 
Department, CIO Office and DIM department. The set of evaluation 
questions still needs to be determined and will be shared with the 
Advisory Board. 
 
In the further planning, we will address the other Advisory Board 
advice and suggestions, such as a focus on the consequences for DIM 
employees’ legal status in any division of this department over the 
new organisation and the remaining RE&F service and a focus on the 
consequences of this reorganisation with respect to work pressure 
and sustainable employability. These aspects will be covered in the 
reorganisation plan.  
 
Once again, my thanks for your advice. 

Finally, I would like to note that we will continue with the process, 
incorporating your advice and suggestions. As agreed, I will keep you 
informed regularly on the reorganisation progress in informal 
meetings.  
 
Kind regards, 
 
 
 
W.L. van Wijngaarden, MBA   
Director IT/CIO 
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